Intelligent Mail® Services
Helping You Make Smarter
Business Decisions.
Know Where Your Mail Is

Receive Mail Feedback
Improve Target Marketing,

Improve Customer Service, Predict
Cash Flow, Avoid Collection Calls,
Make Better Fee-Waiver Decisions,
Track Vendor Performance

Increase ROI, Learn More About
Your Concepts, Test Creative
Concepts

The ability to track the status of your mail with
IMb Tracing will help you provide better service to
your customers. When they call, you’ll have the information you need to respond more quickly and
more accurately. And, with tracking information
available to your customers as well, you’ll receive
fewer customer inquiries.

Reaching the right recipients at the right time
is only possible with clean address lists.
With the Intelligent Mail Full-Service option,
you’ll receive feed-back about your address
quality - free, automated address correction
Information. Improved mailing lists mean
Improved ROI because mail that goes to the
wrong address is a
missed opportunity and
an avoidable cost.

Knowing where your mail is will help your finance
department monitor and predict payments more easily. This will help you avoid collection calls, re-billing,
or having to cancel and then reinstate accounts.
And, you’ll make better fee-waiver decisions. All
resulting in improved cash flow, reduced costs, and
improved customer service.
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-Service option also
provides extra data
capacity to use as you
wish. Perhaps to test
the effectiveness of
different offers or
You’ll also be able to monitor hand-off of your mail creative concepts. Or, to leverage life triggers.
to the Postal Service from third-parties — such as
mail consolidators or logistics providers — helping
you to track vendor performance and manage risks. IMb - Simplified with Added

Value
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Benefits of Full-Service


Lowest automation discount price



Address Correction Service for FullService Mailpieces

Optimize Staffing, Coordinate Marketing Campaigns, Improve Telemarketing

To increase the value of Full -Service Intelligent mail, the annual mailing fees for permits

are waived when all postage statements contain 90 percent or more Full-Service pieces.

With Service Measurement enabled by Intelligent
Mail services, you’ll be able to pinpoint delivery
dates of your billing statements and your direct mail
campaigns. You’ll then be able to determine the best
in-home dates based on response, optimize callcenter staffing, and improve effectiveness of telemarketing follow-up. You’ll also be able to coordinate
multichannel marketing campaigns — for the greatest ROI.

Using Intelligent Mail barcodes and
eDocumentation provides access to eInduction. This streamlined mail entry process
eliminates the need for paper documents.



Seamless Acceptance, an automated verification process will provide Full-Service mailers
efficiencies across the supply chain, preparation and payment flexibility and standardized 
acceptance and verification processes.


Start-the-Clock (STC) Visibility
 Date/Time USPS took possession of mail
Visibility





Container, Tray Induction and
Processing Scans
Mail Owner, Mail Preparer and
3rd party provider
Future: Bundle Scans

Mail Quality Reporting
Piece Scans with IMb Tracing

